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editor’s note
Dearest reader—
Welcome to the 2020 edition of The Echo. Due
to the pandemic, you are likely reading the digital
version of our annual publication. This is certainly
not the release I had planned for The Echo, nor is
it the release that our contributors deserve, but it
is the release that we get.
I first began my work with The Echo during the
fall semester of 2016, when I was a newly-minted
Furman freshman. I was 18 and furious, still
reeling from the implications of the presidential
election. Plenty has changed since then, though
one thing has remained the same: the abject chaos
of our world. It’s true what they say—change is
the only constant. (They do still say that, right?)
Like everything else, the future of The Echo is
uncertain. I’m not sure how Furman will deal with
the developing global crisis, and I don’t know
whether we will be able to print a limited run of
this year’s Echo or not. Only time (and budgeting)
will tell. (If you are holding a print edition of the
magazine in your hands right now, that means we
succeeded in running a print edition of this year’s
volume.)
Anyway, all this is to say that I have no idea
what will happen next—to me, to you, to anyone
under the sun. Perhaps nothing will happen.
Perhaps the world will end. The one thing I do
know—the one thing that has always held true—
is that good art endures. May you find something
in this issue that keeps you up at night.
Maddie De Pree
Editor-in-Chief
Class of 2020
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editor’s choice • fiction

Danny the Davidson Tiger
Fiction • Ciaran Francis

“Oh yeah, I know this road,” I said as I turned a
corner. The dark, tree-lined streets suddenly popped
with context. “This was the one I always took to my ex’s
house.”
“Huh,” Jake said. “Well, I think it’s just a little up this
way. Pretty sure it’s a straight shot.”
I drove for a little bit. We were getting to a point in
the road where the hair always stood up on the back of
my neck. The isolated houses and pitch-black pockets
of forest and open field were fine, even when the empty
spaces filled with fog like little ponds, even when
anything could be lurking right in front of you. That was
fine. The worst nature could throw at you in these parts
was a deer. The unnerving part was man’s own touch.
To the right was an old, white, wood house, the modest
type, probably 1930’s or so. It stood on the top of a bare
hill with dark windows and chipped paint, watching.
To the left was a bottleneck—a bridge. It used to carry
trains, but now it was quiet like the house. The turn
into its tight lips was a near ninety degrees, and it was
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impossible to see what you were getting into without committing fully.
Perhaps on the other end of the short, inescapable throat there was
nothing. Perhaps there was another truck, the driver just as surprised
as yourself. Perhaps the person on the other side isn’t surprised to see
you at all. Perhaps they were waiting like the house and the bridge. I
pushed those thoughts to the side and drove on. We crossed the bridge
without a problem or another person on the other side.
Jake was paying close attention to the road at this point. Only a
moment after we crossed the bridge, he said, “yup, that’s it right there.”
I was shocked. I had passed by this place dozens of times and always
wondered what it was. Situated here were three monuments to a dead
world. To the right was on old railroad crossing. The trains in these
parts, like so many other great American beasts, were long since extinct.
The metal braced path bore the same presence as an old wagon trail,
and just as many ghosts. To the left and ahead was an old building,
the purpose of which was unknown. Its brick walls testified to both its
age and neglect. Finally, to our left, stood our target. I pulled into the
gravel, U-shaped driveway.
“So, this is the old elementary then?” I asked. “I never woulda
guessed.”
“Not just any school,” Jake said. “This was the Davidson before the
Davidson we have now. Thank God they never tore it down. This place
is so fuckin’ cool.”
“There are so many cars out front,” I said. “Were they here before?”
“Oh yeah, yeah,” Jake said. “Although I’m not sure about the camper.
No, the camper was here last time. Hmm...”
Parked in front of the shadowy main entrance sat a dozen or so cars.
The oldest were two 80’s-era cars, which were completely wrecked,
while the newest was a bus-sized camper which looked as though it
could have been parked moments before our arrival. We got out of
the car and the silence of that lonely, dead world surrounded us like
the darkness hung beneath the trees and behind shattered windows. I
didn’t lock the car. I didn’t want that sudden and unmistakable noise
here and now.
“Here,” Jake said, handing me a surgical mask.
“What’s this for?”
“You’ll want it. Trust me. There’s some crazy water damage in there
and some of the walls have a whole rainbow of mold.”
I put the mask in my pocket, and we made our way toward the
building. The entrance stood under a blocky, concrete patio. The
stairway up was gone. The windows stood black and tall, as though
only nothingness was inside, but the doors looked ready for new pupils.
2
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We walked around the side of the building, other windows looking
similarly unyielding despite being broken and jagged. On the side of
the building was a narrow-raised platform attached to the building—
used, no doubt, for maintenance. We stepped onto the platform, which
provided access to two doors.
“This one’s always unlocked,” Jake said, grabbing a now evidently
locked doorknob.
“Strange,” I said.
“Yeah,” Jake said, trying the other doorknob.
I jiggled the first handle again, trying my luck. I could’ve sworn
I heard something in the blackness behind it. It was so faint. Was it
clapping? It was almost like someone was checking acoustics, playing
with the unholy absence.
“Well, let’s try the back,” Jake said, moving down the stairs.
I said nothing. The building was so small, we were inside in only a
couple paces. The layout was much like the schools I had been educated
in, with its flat brick walls lined with doors and windows. This was a
twisted version of the places I had been. Granted, I felt no comfort in
those places either, but this was different. Stepping inside this building
felt like going beyond what one was supposed to see. Standing there
in the silence was like looking into the darkest secrets of a dead world
and having them look right back at you. Like whatever is on the other
side is just as surprised to find you as you are them.
Two of the three doors were barred shut. In the third stood a screen
mesh, as unrelenting and unspeaking as the windows. We walked up
to it, a monolith before our mortal bodies.
“Shit, I forgot my knife,” said Jake, searching his pockets. “I got my
flashlight, though.”
Through the penetrating beam we saw old desks and water damage.
A hallway just beyond beckoned us further, teasing us.
“Here,” I said, pulling out the knife from my boot and cutting three
of the sides of the screen and swinging it in like a door.
We entered, the silence broken by our steps on the jagged glass and
soggy mush. Ceiling tiles caked sections of the floor, soaking in dirt and
water, exposing a tangled mass of serpent-like wires. They were what
remained of primitive comfort technologies. They were useless now;
moisture was everywhere, and it hurt to breathe. The hallway exposed
another identical classroom on the other side, the desks forward-facing
and patient. We walked to the door and on the left were the entrances
to two more classrooms, to the right an open, gapping abyss.
“That way is the cafeteria,” Jake said, instinctively whispering. “Past
that is the principal’s office and that other room where I found that
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creepy-ass wire noose.”
We walked to the cafeteria, where the blackness was dizzying. To
expose one corner was to leave three more to your back. The open
entrances were no comfort, either—they were the most suspect and
unpredictable. The cafeteria seemed to be in a similar state as the rest
of the rooms: moldy walls, writhing celling, the floor wet and sharp
like a maw. But there was one notable difference. These walls had the
faded forms of children’s characters on them. Snow White, Winnie
the Pooh, and Mickey Mouse stood as silhouettes of a brighter time.
Their chipped, no doubt lead-based forms seemed to ripple in the dark.
Perhaps most prominently of all was the mascot of the school itself. The
anthropomorphic, potbellied tiger stood five feet tall, grinning a lazy
grin just next to the entrance to the classroom hallway.
“This room always freaked me out the worst,” Jake whispered from
the other corner, “I always feel like they’re watching me. I’ll let you
look around a bit. I’m gonna take a second look at those classrooms.”
His voice seemed so distant and muffled, beyond his whisper. Like
the blackness, the damning, deafening blackness, shrouded his voice
and carried him to the next room. He faded from existence then, in that
split moment when his flashlight disappeared behind the wall, ushered
by that all-consuming, never-ending shadow. All that existed in this
moment, this never-ending fraction of eternity, was me, an entity, an
abstraction.
Me and Danny the Davidson Tiger. The suddenly very real, very
alive tiger.
He blinked. I swear to god he blinked, and I was frozen, nothing more
than a useless figure watching Danny blink again, turn his head as if to
look around, and then put his finger on his lips to shush me. My blood
froze. His bereft form gained depth as it eased out of the wall, and then
his faded and chipped fur coat was as alive and breathing as I was, or
maybe he was real, and I was fake. I couldn’t say at this point. He put
a massive fur paw on my shoulder and I sank to my knees, landing in
the broken glass and mud water.
Danny brushed the hair from my face with his sharp claw. His lazy
smile was more sinister now. His teeth sparkled like the shards of glass
digging into my knees. His eyes were so glossy, so deep. They carried
on forever, miles back. I saw myself from behind. He leaned in and
kissed me with that mouth of crooked, jagged teeth, drawing hot blood
from my mouth into the cold world. And that smell. The smell of his
breath was like flesh rotting in industrial waste. I filled my lungs with
air and felt fiberglass instead. He put one huge finger around my throat
and the claw pushed into the front left side. The front of my body was
4
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a great and sinister delta of blood. He pushed me back, back into the
darkness, the cold. Nothing was real. My flashlight was gone. I was
gone. I lay in the broken teeth and saliva. Broken teeth. Broken. I felt
the cold as my clothes whisked themselves into oblivion. Into nothing.
I was cold. They were gone. I was gone. Gone. I was gone. Clothes were
gone. I was gone.
I was falling now. Moving. Lightning speeds. Loud noises. Clapping?
Fighting, no doubt. The shattering of teeth. Those monoliths that
guarded the dark secrets, the teeth, gone, like me. Gone. The darkness
gave way to color and sound, I wasn’t gone. Red and blue. Jake. A pin
prick in the arm.
I woke up hours later in the hospital. It was the mold. I forgot to wear
my damn mask and when Danny attacked me, I was helpless. Jake had
found him on top of my bleeding body, fought him off, and called the
police. While I was put down the k-hole, Danny fled the scene.
I don’t think he knew about the mold either.
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Squalene

Photography • Jacob Rabinovich
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editor’s choice • poetry

When your lover tells you she doesn’t love
you anymore,
Poetry • Braedon McConnell

		
you will find yourself
at the Chinese lantern festival
the mayor commissioned last winter.
You will be standing under the massive chest of
Bai Long—White Dragon, god of rain and autumn—
who has been reborn out of 20,000 dinner plates,
each one engraved with golden pyrite.
The guide from Beijing, who offered you
scratch-offs from his back pocket, will laugh
to himself from deep within his belly,
“Now, isn’t that some fine China?”
and you will laugh yourself silly
until your throat swells and your eyes sting.
		
you will find yourself
wondering why you never stopped
laughing. You will drive three hours to visit
your father just to ask him if he has
a story to tell, and he will tell you a good one:
“Your ancestors lived just north of Derry
in the dark times, and they barely escaped
the Great Irish Famine, just by the skin
of their necks, and they sailed for
miles and miles and miles until finally,
the Clan washed ashore to find the Campbells
pointing long guns at their heads.”
your father will cut
the back of his hand with an old army knife,
“This is what the water looked like afterwards.”
And, as you wish him goodnight, he will flash
a wide, toothy grin as he tells you he laughed
in the face of a Campbell the other day.
		
you will find yourself
daydreaming in German 120,
ich liebe dieser Moment, aber ich liebe dich nich,
and all at once, you will be back
at the foot of her bed, circling your thumb
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around the knot in her ankle,
“You sprained it bad, it’s bruised like a lemon,”
and she laughs herself silly like you
used to, like the time you watched the fog
roll in at the bell tower or when you first leaned in
close to each other’s collarbones, and
suddenly,
she stops
with all the nonsense,
looks down at your stretched-too-thin smile,
and sighs.
“Does it hurt?”
She tells you no, it’s nothing, it’s just
time for bed is all,
								
when your lover tells you goodnight but stops on good,
when your lover tells you to sit back down for a second,
when your lover tells you she doesn’t love you anymore,

and,

					
you will find
you never lost your humor
it never left, did it?
And you will laugh and laugh and laugh
you never stopped, did you?
until your lover knocks on the door.
You will smell her Beijing Blue perfume
hang low off her wrists and you will yell at her to
komm herein, komm herein, hinsetzen
and when she does, you will descend
like 20,000 dinner plates
raining down on the roofs of your skulls,
and your lover will scream for you
to stop all of this, to stop
loving the idea of a broken thing,
but the back of your hand is bleeding
now, the punchline is cut by its neck,
and in the span of five seconds, your laugh
					will be found again.
					You will be found again.

8
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Red Exit

Photography • Jacob Rabinovich
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Risen

Studio Art • Adare Taylor
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editor’s choice • creative nonfiction

Fearless

Creative Nonfiction • Anvitha Yalavarthy
I kicked a rock along the dirt path as I, along with
the rest of my class, made my way to a large semi-outdoor auditorium about a mile and a half away from our
school. We were shepherded out of our class first thing
that morning. No one knew why, but no one questioned
it - we were just happy that our classes were cancelled.
As we piled into the auditorium, I noticed it wasn’t just
our school there, but random people from the community too. I slouched onto my seat and my best friend
plopped down next to me and snuggled against me, her
head on my shoulder, and said “If we weren’t going to
have class, why couldn’t they just let us sleep?”
Slowly, people started to walk on stage. Our principal.
The founder of our school. An old man from the community who’d tell me off for running in the dining hall
every once in a while. One woman I couldn’t recognize.
And they started talking about the female body.
I heard groans all around me. Not exactly something
sleepy eighth graders want to hear at eight in the mornThe Echo — 2020
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ing. I heard bits and pieces of the speech, “women are to be respected…”
“the nation is watching…” “you must learn when you are young…” I
didn’t know what they were talking about or why they were saying
these things. I dozed off.
About a week later, I walked into the library, with an hour to my next
class, and picked up a newspaper that caught my eye. A picture of a
shadow of a girl with a lot of red outlining took up half the front page.
•••
“Police brace for chaos after victim of hours-long New Delhi gang
rape dies in Singapore hospital.”
National Post, December 2012
•••
A 23-year old medical student in Delhi went to a movie with a friend
to celebrate being done with her exams. They got on a bus. Six men
were on the bus. The friend was beaten, the girl was raped and tortured
and left for dead. She was found on the side of the road in the middle of
the night, hanging on by a thread. The nature of the crime had caused
such outrage that the government flew her to Singapore to give her
the best possible care and her best chance at survival. The news didn’t
skimp on the grisly details of her mutilation and death.
Don’t do this. That’s why we had that assembly. They were telling us
not to do this.
I threw up.
•••
“My daughter’s name was Jyothi Singh. I am not ashamed to name her.”
Times of India, December 2015
•••
They call her Nirbhaya. Nirbhaya means fearless. They call her that
because they say she fought until her body gave up. That name has
long bothered me. She may have fought, but I doubt she was fearless.
She was a girl on a bus who didn’t ask for any of what happened to
her, no matter what the lawyers or the government may say. Her death
became a cause. People rallied and they cried and fought for justice
and for change. Never again, they said. And for a time, I thought that
change occurred. Laws were amended. The Nirbhaya Act broadened
the terms of sexual assault. It acknowledged that men can be assaulted
too and that acid attacks are a terrible crime. I could have told them
that even before Nirbhaya, but better late than never, I guess.
People call her Nirbhaya. Sometimes I think that name is more for the
people who want to believe in fearlessness than the truth of the situation. And sometimes I think memorializing that name somehow makes
fear a lesser thing, as though fear is to be ashamed of.
•••
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“Delhi rapist says victim shouldn’t have fought back.”
BBC News, March 2015
•••
India’s Daughter, a documentary about the infamous Delhi rape, included interviews with the rapists, their lawyers, their parents and the
parents of the victims too. A British filmmaker jumped through all the
hoops put in front of her to make this documentary. And, immediately
after its release, it was banned in India. The government didn’t want
India to be seen in any negative light. It’s bad for the country’s reputation, they said.
They forgot, though, that this documentary aired in most other countries. I found it online pretty quick, as did most people. It took me five
hours to get through an hour-long documentary. I paused it 6 times to
go for a run. The crime was horrific, so horrific that the whole country
came to a halt as they processed it. But this was something else. This
was more than the crime; it was a way of thought. One of the rapists
spoke freely and in a shockingly matter-of-fact tone about exactly what
he did. There was no guilt. No remorse. Nothing. His lawyer said, “a
decent girl wouldn’t be out after 9 pm” and that the men were “well
within their rights to teach her a lesson.” Their defense wasn’t that they
didn’t do it. It was that what they did was not wrong.
•••
“7 years after Nirbhaya, Hyderabad rape and murder shocks the nation.
Victim named Disha.”
Times of India, November 2020
•••
Disha means direction. The victim of the Hyderabad rape was
given that name, much like Nirbhaya was given hers. The cops said
they hoped Disha would serve as a symbol of change. A new direction
for the country, as it were. But seven years earlier, they’d said never
again. I heard them say it, over and over; government officials on the
news, policemen every chance they got, protestors chanting on the
streets. They’d said never again. And yet, here we are.
•••
My brother texted me one day last year.
“You really had it easy growing up.”
He probably wasn’t wrong, but I needed context.
“What do you mean?”
He told me about his friend, a girl we knew in middle school, who
complained to him constantly that if she ever wanted to go out, her
brother would be sent with her too. I sympathize.
“But we’re girls living in Hyderabad,” I told him. “That’s how life
works for us.”
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“Oh, please,” he said. “You had so much freedom. You could always
do whatever you wanted and go wherever you pleased.”
“Excuse me?” I asked. “What makes you think I could ever let me go
anywhere or do anything alone?”
“I was there with you. I know you were allowed off on your own.”
“Right. And you think that I wanted to spend every minute of my
time with you all those years?”
“Oh…”
We really did live different lives.
•••
“Accused in Disha case killed in police encounter.”
Times of India, December 2020
•••
The story goes that the detectives in charge of the investigation took
the four accused men out to the scene of the crime to get a more detailed explanation of events. The men took the opportunity, while at the
scene, to attack the cops. The cops, as self-defense, shot the men.
But that’s just the story.
Why would the cops take prisoners out of their cells at 4 am to go to
a crime scene? Why were these prisoners not in handcuffs? How could
four scrawny, barely legal boys be a threat to a hoard of policemen with
guns?
The unspoken truth, what everyone knows but won’t fight because
the outcome is backed by public outrage, is that this was a planned
and silently executed extrajudicial killing. See, these men were accused
of rape and murder. They had, according to the cops, stalked a girl,
slashed her tires while she was at a doctor’s appointment in an attempt
to keep her in the parking lot in the dark, raped her and then burned
her alive in an attempt to get rid of the evidence.
When she was found, the city erupted in outrage, demanding justice.
Soon after, four men were arrested. And not days later, they were killed
in suspicious circumstances.
Justice. That’s all I heard about this case after, was that justice had
been served.
•••
Hyderabad police issue advisory for women.
Important message to all girls:
Follow these steps when travelling anywhere.
• If you are in a helpless situation, please shout.
• Always pretend you are on the phone with a relative. Even better if
you can pretend that relative is a cop.
• Don’t stay in dark suspicious places.
14
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I have this habit of blacking out, on paper, things that bother me. If
something’s not already on paper, I first write it down and then I black
it out.
I left the advisory on my desk, shredded by the repeated scraping of
an almost-out-of-ink Sharpie.
•••
Delhi Crime, a series based on the immediate aftermath of Nirbhaya,
came out on Netflix. This show centers around the capture of the men.
A female cop took charge. She delegated only to other women. She
didn’t trust a single man to handle this case the way she needed it to
be handled. She’d rather have a rookie female cop just two days out of
the academy working this case rather than the highly ranked men they
had expected her to use. She caught six men for the rape and murder
of a 23-year-old girl. Of the six men, one committed suicide in jail. One
was released because he was not yet 18. And not only did she catch six
men with no leads, but she ensured that not a single thing was missed,
not a single piece of evidence mishandled.
“They’re going to hang for what they did to this girl,” she says.
And sure enough, the four remaining are now on death row.
•••
“A rapist on death row in India argues he should be spared hanging.
Pollution is killing me anyway, he says.”
CNN, December 2020
•••
Someone once told me that any principle you believe in, any value
you hold dear, can break if you push the argument far enough. I don’t
believe anyone has the right to take a life. I don’t believe the judicial system nor the laws themselves, especially in India, are flawless enough to
make such a permanent decision. I do not believe in the death penalty.
But I’ve noticed, as I half consciously bolden a black line in my planner over 7 am on March 3, 2020, that I find myself waiting for the execution. Waiting for not one, but four deaths.
I am uncomfortable.
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The Everlasting

Studio Art • Adare Taylor
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Dirty dishes and a suicide attempt
Poetry • Nicole Annone

1. Why did you try to kill yourself?
The only thing worse than this question
are people’s preconceptions:
Selfishness, cowardice, weakness
Lack of effort, absence of faith
A fundamental moral failing
We all have a story we tell ourselves when something tragic happens;
Simple explanations for unanswerable questions
2. Do you want to know why I tried to kill myself?
Dirty dishes.
My roommate had an affinity for cooking			
and an aversion to wet sponges
I grew up in a household where spotless was standard,
lived-in was unacceptable,
and cluttered was uninhabitable
So, our cohabitation presented a challenge
When my roommate got her first load of groceries;		
I picked up my last prescription of antidepressants
The fridge filled; the stovetop stained
Effexor gave two-weeks; Paxil broke the lease
I grew begrudgingly familiar with a full sink
As the mountain of kitchenware festered,
So did my resentment
While fruit flies found home in our silver basin,
Suicidality reclaimed its residence
In many ways, my problems felt like a pile of dirty dishes
Chronic anxiety, an eating disorder, unsorted sexual trauma,
Educational and occupational overcommitment,
A tumultuous love affair with an obstinate addict
The stack seemed even taller once unmedicated
I managed
in the liminal space between ideation and action
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Once fervently committed to getting better,
It was all I could to get through the day
I managed
until I couldn’t manage any longer
My soul stained; my problems immutable
Suicide went from an option to The Option
I was still in the process of planning
when I took my routine path through the kitchen
One glance at the sink did me in
My precariously balanced problems toppled over
A bottle of barbiturates, a handle of tequila
I was tired of a world full of messes
3. Why did you try to kill yourself?
The only thing worse than asking this question
are the motivations behind it:
Chronic combativeness, a superiority complex
To quell morbid curiosity
To soothe self-doubted sanity
We all have a story we tell ourselves when something tragic happens
But it’s time to change the narrative
Suicide survivors aren’t your antagonists
Why did you try to kill yourself? How can I support you?

18
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editor’s choice • photography

Almirante Nieto

Photography • Ian McPherson
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Plastic

Photography • Jordan Winiski
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My Fruit

Poetry • Evan Myers
Hungover sunflowers stoop outside my door
Half eaten by the bugs.
I am the same, bitter
That I fell before
Summer swallowed
Us In yellow and carried
The lucky ones away on its wings.
There will be more of them.
Yet I am the bad seed,
Broken between the bottom
Of the sole and the top of
The cobblestone, crying
For a crow to come and peck
Me out of my misery
Among the weeds. I wonder why I fell.
Hell, maybe we’re all bad seeds.
But this is my fruit.
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Red

Photography • Annah Love
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Fixations

Fiction • Camiell Foulger
Late December leaves a sheet of ice on the sidewalks and on the
cracked roads, ruined by seasons of cold and snowmelt. Darkness
swallows the streets, where men shuffle, eyes downcast, and
hands in pockets, intent on reaching their next destination. Few
lights tremble in the apartment windows towering above the
pathways.
Towards the end of the town, the only open bar hums with
voices and smells of smoke. The light of the sign above its entrance
flickers on and off. The Cat’s Paw. It would have been frequented
by a different mess of people at a different time of the year, but
the kids are out of college for the holiday and the cold is creeping.
A woman slinks in, her hair pulled from her round eyes. She is
average in stature and soft in the face, with the skulk of a kicked
dog. Her denim coat bears the stamp of multiple patches and
erratic stitching. No one looks at her when she settles down in a
cheap, metal chair pulled up against the aging wooden bar.
She nods politely at the bartender and orders a gin and tonic. She
knows she shouldn’t be drinking, especially here, but she wants to
empty her head. She hopes to pour out the mess of questions and
bad answers into her palms, praying she can crush them within
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her fingers. She unfolds her hands on the bar, traces the contours of its
edges through the thick varnish and analyzes the messages scratched
into the finish. Kevin loves Sheila. Call if you’re looking for a good
time. Sam Johnson 1998.
She tries to remember the last time she entered this same place, a year
ago, in the dead of winter. She cannot think of the exact circumstances
of the instance, nor anything particularly revealing about the visit,
other than the wind chill she felt when she left as she opened the door
to the outside and was met with the cold embrace of an empty city.
Everyone had left the college town for the holidays, leaving the place
vacant and unilluminated by apartment lights.
The bartender continues glancing at her as he assesses and attends to
his other customers. A drunk man pounds his fist against the leg of his
chair and spits curses about his wife. He continues mouthing off, even
when the bartender tells him to leave. She feels her face burning, feeling
embarrassment and shame at the man’s behavior, but she cannot look
away. Eventually, when the bartender refuses to serve him, he leaves,
dragging his chair against the unfinished floor and snarling.
She averts her eyes, concentrating on the sensation in her mouth, the
exquisite dryness. It reminds her of lollipops stuck to baseboards, of
being young.
The bartender grins and hands her a second drink. He tells her it’s on
the house.
“Are you doing alright?” he asks, rubbing sweat from his temples.
“You haven’t been around much, Blake.” The grizzled bartender
smacks his gum over and over, waiting for her reply. His mouth looks
like a wound, wet and gaping. It is something to be stitched into silence.
“I’m fine, Buck,” she says, her words rounded and thick, bearing the
single drink she had before. She likes Buck, but she isn’t interested in
talking. “How’s business?”
“You know how it goes. Depends on the season.” He’s still smiling.
“I’d say it’s as good as it usually is at this time.”
“I’d say that isn’t too bad then,” she says, making eye contact. “I hope
Sandy is doing well.”
Buck shakes his head and smiles sadly.
“You know her. Still kicking.”
He dips his head and turns to begin filling another glass of the beer
on tap for the man at the other end of the bar.
The man asking for his beer has a predatory expression pasted on
his face; he doesn’t hide his salaciousness. The few women at the bar
ignore his constant aggressions, knowing the type of man he is. He
turns his attention to Blake, and she knows immediately he’s going to
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throw his weight around for her.
Mouth pinched, she lowers her eyes, refusing to meet his gaze. He
exaggerates his movements in the hopes of catching her eye. If she
could, she would smirk, she would snap, she would permit a small
explosion in the hopes of running him off.
Blake narrows her eyes, watching his gaze crudely comb her edges,
prospecting and possessive. On the edge of the counter, she braces her
hands, engaged in the routine of picking and pulling. Her fingernails
are split along the edges, cracked through and fractured. Her cuticles
are bleeding and the skin around her nails is peeled back, spotted with
splashes of scarlet. The scars on her arms read like cigarette scars,
symbols of burnout abuse. She loves the fact they make people wary
and unable to speak. They always look at her like she’s an accident,
something to be hidden and picked up, tucked away under chair and
left to be attended on another day. A better day.
This man remains unbothered. Instead, he perseveres.
Blake continues judging him from the corner of her eyes. Counting
blessing and curse, moment and the hour, her mind shifts to the possible
progression of his actions.
He stumbles from his seat, his wrinkled, aging face relaxed with the
release of alcohol.
His fingers graze her elbow; tug at her sleeve. His leer is wide and
dangerous, an accusation and a plea. She knows the exact breed of his
want. She has seen it, she has heard it, and she has felt it. The man, built
like a bear, breathes hard in her face, unable to gauge anything but his
own desire. She notices the scent of cheap alcohol and his choice of
cigarettes on the puff of his hot and humid breath. A pack of Pall Malls
bulges from the waistband of his pants, unfiltered. The packaging
reminds her of her grandfather, some vintage reminder of another life.
Blake rolls his touch off her shoulder and turns to him, more irritated
than angry.
“Sir,” she says flatly. “I am not interested.”
He laughs, his tone tense and heavy, and keeps pushing for purchase.
“Pretty girl, like you, what are you doing in a bar alone?” He pauses
and strokes his beard, as if to appear if he is thinking something over.
“You are such a nice piece of ass. I’ll buy you a drink.”
She looks up at him and stops picking the skin of her hands.
“I’m fine, but thank you.”
“You must be joking,” he says, face ruddy with drink and looming
indignation.
“No,” she says, fingers tightening on the edge of the bar.
He sneers, mouth curled in a snarl, his teeth exposed. “Really?” he
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growls, twisting a napkin between his hands. “Your tits are sagging
and you’re fat. It isn’t like you’ll do any better.” His sneer morphs into
self-satisfaction, the edges become soft, his eyes become vacant.
She sighs but bites her tongue. She thinks of the men who have
offered her weed, food, the promise of shelter in exchange for action.
She builds the world of the good and the bad inside her mind; she
paints the strict morality she continues to promise herself but does not
always follow. She crosses valleys, she cries in defeat, she stares into
the world knowing it will never change. She is tired. She is worn. She
is twenty-seven.
The man with the Pall Malls looks like every other man who has
touched her with his eyes and his words. Their eyes rove over her
baggy clothing, her resentment, and the charred remains of her fatal
naivety. Their eyes and their actions touched her as a child, touched
while she was in stride with her mother on the street, touched her in
church, touched her behind the counter at the coffee shop as she rung
up their drinks.
They love to touch, they love to own, they love to take.
Men will fuck anything, her mother always told her.
She cannot count the number of times seventy-year-old men looked
at her breasts, stroked her ass with their eyes like a loved possession.
Her mouth tastes like blood; she’s been biting the inside of her cheek.
The man with the beer belly and the Pall Malls spits at the floor and
walks off. No one notices the exchange, or no one cares.
The conversation continues at the bar and she slides out of her seat.
Her receipt crackles between her fist, something to play with as she
walks home.
“Have a nice night, Buck,” she says quietly.
She steps out, partially out of embarrassment, partially out of shame,
and embeds a cigarette between her lips. Her reddened fingers, slick
with blood on the ends from picking her scabs, stain the package of
smokes she pulls from her denim jacket’s pocket. She chews it for the
stimulation, liking the foul taste and enjoying the fact she can focus on
something other than her thoughts.
She walks back quickly, her head down. The wind remains blistering,
an assault on her body. Her mind keeps her company like a warm
blanket, muffling both sound and feeling.
When she gets back, the hotel welcome center is empty, so she strides
in unbothered, quick to reach her door and turn the lock once inside.
Blake tugs off her shoes and tosses them to the floor. The ice and snow
has cracked the leather, but she doesn’t bother making an attempt to
save them. She flips the main light off and climbs into her rented bed.
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She closes her eyes, knowing she should try harder, be kinder, but the
expanse of her own compassion only reaches so far.
The motel covers carry sweat, stickiness, and the remains of food
she cannot even decipher. Saltine crackers crushed in the carpet, mind
numbing guilt bleeding into the edges of the room.
Blake counts stars in the popcorn ceiling. She thinks about the time
she walked barefoot in the snow and the sharpness of the cold brought
her back to feeling. She wishes she could harness the explosion of
nervous energy tearing at her chest. Instead, she feels slave to feeling.
The rush of conviction alarms her, breaks her from her rage.
She thinks she will never wear her heart on her sleeve, she will never
ask for help, she will never rely on the voices of others.
Later, she knows will measure her wrists in the motel bathroom,
even though the light is flickering and even though the air feels like its
own personal sense of suffocation. It is a check of size and weight, the
creation of a body born of control.
Her tongue presses the alcove between cheek and teeth, an aid to
concentration. The bed reeks of past transgressions, it reeks of stale
and rotting Chinese food from a nearby restaurant she used to frequent
long ago. The wet, heavy noodles were always saturated with salt and
the consumer’s latest suffering. It was a place where the food seemed
endless, bottomless, and it always felt like stones in her stomach.
Eyes downcast, she traces the spaces between her ribs, the marble of
her spine, the sharpness of her elbows. The bathroom mirror glints back
with each startling spark of the broken light; it is her own self-portrait
of self-hatred, a sickening sense of her own inverted self-absorption.
She looks back into a face she doesn’t quite know.
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Night Drive

Poetry • Renata Buffalino

Glittering eyes flash in the dark
A streak of white, in a soup of
Vesuvian rubble.
Total blackened ash billowing out from
Jaded lips.
The shadows race across the trees,
Running from my headlights
And they are right to run
Even though it is my light that creates them.
That same brilliant white
A lighting crack of teeth and porcelain fang
Vermillion scales and ruby dipped claw
I’m not human anymore.
When I drive in the dark,
I’m alone in the world, and no one is real but me
I drive in silence
Using the whistle of the wind to guide me
It screams, he howls in pain,
But I can go as fast as I want for as long as I want.
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Blue Octopot

Studio Art • Jackson Shaner
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Thank You

Studio Art • Sarah Dusek
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case study

Poetry • Virginia Wayt
Ladies and gentlemen, gather round,
for one night only at the Generation Zoo
you have the once-in-a-lifetime chance to witness,
in real life
a member of the species known as Generation Z
pay 5 cents to see a spectacle like you’ve never seen before!
notice the carefree smile but the bags under her eyes, her premature
grays this arguably live specimen, like many of her kind,
has no job except investing in her fear of failure,
keeping up her instagram presence, and obsessing over tom holland
this one even writes poetry, but only about boys, anxiety, and existentialism,
(because what else is there for a teen girl to write about?)
tonight we’ll let her out of her cage and watch
as she interacts with a group of her species in the wild
they think they’re having a party, but if you’ll look closely you’ll notice
they’re all just sitting around on their iPhones.
look even closer and you’ll see this is all just a
run-on self deprecating joke
look, the baby activist opens her mouth,
as though she’s going to become the voice of her entire generation,
just like the kids from Parkland,
Listen! she speaks.
I am not a Millennial, so the news cannot get mad at me except for causing a nationwide plummet in self esteem and spike in shameless vanity
most of us are still spending parents’ allowance
so we can’t yet be blamed for ending any industries
we are no cold-blooded killers for corporations because our riots are
mass existential crises
that end with putting knives in my own back
I may not be a typical self-obsessed teen
flowing self-reflection and narcissistic tendencies in the words on my
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lips instead of posting twisted hips and duck lips on instagram
The most Gen Z thing I do is laugh at my own self-loathing,
and collect glasses with colored lenses
because they automatically apply an instagram filter
purple and pink
are the color of walking dreams
sleep-walking, fever-breaking
the horizon is perpetual sunset and last judgement day
stepping into a painting by Dali, surreal and melting into a blue sea
blue is like picasso’s tragic guitarist,
making every cloud look like rain,
making every puddle look like ocean and saltwater and always a little
bit darker, but richer
yellow makes everything look vintage
feels like a simpler time
line drawing of the sun in the corner
scrawling of a child’s drawing of an aster
yellow is everything you thought the world would be
before the world opened up like an oyster with no pearl inside
the whole world is bright and green
And that’s why Immanuel Kant was wrong, with his rose colored glasses
we’re all wearing fancy fashion glasses,
but we don’t see the world in the same way
some people have clear lenses, #nofilter,
but most have yellow, blue, purple or pink
do not hail the optimist for her sunny days
or blame the pessimist for her endless cynicism,
it’s just the shade of her reality
there is no glass full or empty
only yellow or blue lenses
and day to day, we may pick our pair
or it may be picked for us, but you can’t deny
there are some days or weeks or months or years when the whole world
just looks blue, and dark, with a sadness as deep
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as the Marianas Trench, looking back at me in the reflection of the water
pooling in my hands in the sink
and then one day, out of the blue,
you wake up and the world just looks greener, and brighter,
but somehow not as blinding look outside,
it looks more welcome out there
more ready to take me in
and finally I can step out into the sunlight
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Tendencies

Poetry • Abbey Morelli
Ticking is paralyzing
double check locks until they break off
what good are they now
some words I hate
they can’t be the last one spoken
blanket them with a safe word
it fixes things
for now.
blinking can be a nuisance
and a noose’d neck,
if you think about it
you’ll have to count each one
I break switches and knobs
buttons are bad too
the urge to press it?
Overwhelming.
Rip pages from books
if a hair falls out
pull more
until it's even
everything even
unless done perfectly
the first time with one
rare.
One time I snapped my hairbrush in half
everything has a count
it wasn’t adding up
Reading causes a stiffened spine
when I can’t decide
if it’s time to turn the page
I don’t like ending sentences with ‘up’
but I’ll do it for you here
Sometimes I claim I can stop
If I wanted to
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Twinkle Toes

Studio Art • Emily Lane
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Alone at Night

Photography • Jacob Rabinovich
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To the Choirmaster

Creative Nonfiction • Olivia Corso
Shivers spiral down the spine, down stairs of bone and marrow.
The ghosts of fingers tickle, prick, the little white shadow that chases your finger as it drags across canvas skin, along length of arm
and stomach and neck, taut, and, someday, leg and inner thigh and
arc of foot. The cadence of breath, the swelling of chests, rolling like
whitecaps against one another, remember to breathe. The sharp bite
of brass and blood, metallic tinge on the tip of tongue, dripping
honeycomb as lips part. Fingers wilt. Eyes meet. Do you hear it?
Silence, indeed.
Yet there are things said in these spaces where eyes meet – blue
grey oceans, wave encrusted, foam spattered, embracing rich green
forests, bark weaved, leaf dabbled, is this where souls speak? and
eloquent heavens sing, heavens sing whale song, great leviathans
traced in stars pour forth white noise, white hot, it burns, blazes,
blisters the earth, blink back the ash where dark pupils smolder,
dilate—see what I cannot say—
For I must tell you that as a child I saw atoms—shimmering pinpricks of dull light dancing beyond my vision, tremoring patterns
appear as sight slips, light sifts between cornea, lens, iris, retina,
sclera, sealed tissue paper eyelids tremble and roadmap veins pulse
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quietly, perceiving the world as it moves, foundations always move,
foundations made of sand, infinitesimal quaking grains of molecules,
is it God? that so shakes the world at its core—
And that I believed heaven was the stars – energy cannot be created
or destroyed in an isolated system, insulated, what is a soul? Death
peels back skin, sinew, tendon, tissue, vein, vessel, the vessel for life
dissolves in iridescence, bulb flash, bang, the universe conceived in a
blink, the eye of God, the hand of God, the whole world in his hands,
on his fingertips galaxies twirl, constellations dazzle on his skin like
freckles, a supernovae smile—
And that I prayed for miracles—climbing, leg caught in crook of tree,
rough oak bruises exposed skin of ankle, knee, thigh, snowy cotton
shift tears in toothed grain, falling, but floating for a moment off the
ground so distant, might I walk on water, too? across shattered waves
of crystal glass, stained cobalt, cerulean, cyan, lapis, powder, sky, steel
blue, window struck ablaze by amber sun, behind chapel, above dead
grass lot, suspended barefoot and bleeding—
And I must tell you the time that I first knew God—the choirmaster
stands tall and grand, and I hear it outspoken, outreaching, the choirmaster conducts wind, words, warm tickle in the throat, trachea, pharynx, larynx, lung, and the choirmaster conducts beat, heart echoes in
hollow chest, slower than mine, against my cheek, the world falls into
rhythm, and the choirmaster stands tall and grand in a garden, green
forests reflected in mirror, rearview, what did you think?—first knew
love.
Silence indeed.
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Fridge Poem

Poetry • Michael Stillwell
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Untitled

Photography • Kelsey Watkins
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Before Quitting the Football Team
Poetry • Zach Hughes

He’s yelling again, but it’s not his fault.
He’s a good man.
He even put Bible verses and a C.S. Lewis quote
At the start of the offensive playbook.
From experience, he knows we must be better than we are
If he’s to keep his job and not explain to his wife and 12-year-old
That they must move again,
To a new town after only one year in this new town.
It’s not his fault.
So I listen, obediently chopping my feet
And slamming my plastic-protected pectorals
Into the turf, 10, 15, 20 times.
Anymore would have been counterproductive.
He still needs us to run plays.
And win.
That is the point after all
Of dark winter mornings spent vomiting into pine needles
And uncounted practice-time concussions
What really defines a concussion anyway?
I can’t remember.
I remember to look for the signal
Wing Right Over.
Remember OVER. Last time you didn’t, and he yelled more.
Jet Al Flood.
This call is relayed through choreographed motions
Of redshirt freshmen quarterbacks
Who are more likely to quit or transfer
Than ever play in a game.
My mind translates their signals into a picture
In which the X, that’s me—
Might as well be 24601, but it’s 37 on my jersey—
MUST outside release.
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I won’t get the ball but should still run as hard as I can
And expect it.
That’s just what you do.
This is just what I do.
I love it.
(I love it.)
I love it.
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I Am Become Tree
Fiction • Hailey Pierce

One thousand and sixty-four tally marks scored on a wall.
One thousand and sixty-four tally marks etched into the basement
wall. Shavings of the woodgrain dust the floor underneath, a miniature
mountain range of sawdust scratched and shaped by broken fingernails, jagged pieces of broken buttons, and a rusty nail wrenched free
from the bed frame.
I squash the dusty trail under my hand and drag three fingers through
the mess: three parallel, serpentine lines waving and curving, three rivers, three valleys, three veins. The line in the middle is bulkier, burlier
than the others, blunted by the nub of my middle finger. I lost the tip
three hundred and seven tally marks ago. It had swelled with infection,
a sponge fit to burst, but I took a knife to it before it erupted.
He didn’t allow cutlery after that.
I lean down, drag my nose through the sawdust, and inhale, inhale,
inhale. I suck the smell from it, and I fight the reflex to cough up the
dust of my canvas. It’s almost like I can feel the wood coating my lungs,
like Cheeto dust on fingertips. If I eat my lungs, would they taste like
trees?
I sit up and scrub at my eyes with the heel of my palm. It pushes the
grit into my eyelids, and I can feel the veins strain vermillion blood,
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bloodshot, white shot through with roots of red. But I see only see black
pressure, black fuzziness pockmarked by silver stars, the kind of art
every person carries in their pupils. I push my hands harder into my
eyes, and it hurts, but I like the stars. I like the night sky of eyelids and
the silver, the silver gray of my own stars encouraged by hands pressed
too-hard into eyeballs. I like it. Black and silver, but black and gray and
black and bray and glack and grack, and blay and and and
					
and and black
and white pictures hand above a mantelpiece where a fire blazes orange and bright. The flames are hungry and hot and they roar with the
desire to devour.
I watch from under the desk as I watch him rip down book after book
from the shelves, leather-bound first editions and Merriam Websters
and shabby journals handwritten by seven generations of our family’s
patriarchs, all flung like chickens into boiling water, a quick death in a
blaze of heat.
Did I say hot? I meant cold. It’s a cold kind of fire. Colder than the
villa during the thick of winter, colder than the time Josiah dared me
to stand on the icy lake with nothing but my skin. Colder than when
I plummeted into the water. Colder than when I woke up in Mama’s
arms. When I woke up and everything was different and everything
was okay and there were no more books in the fireplace and Mama was
still alive telling me to stay awake, to wake up wake up wake upwakeupwakeupwakeupWAKEUP WAKE
					
Up on the housetop reindeer
paws. Out jumps good old Santa Claus. Down through the chimney
with lots of toys, all for the little ones Christmas joy. Ho ho ho ho ho
“How many times have I told you not to sled down the hill without
someone watching you?”
Mama?
“You’re supposed to bail before you hit the tree, honeybee.”
Her voice sounds distant, but I feel her hands holding my cheeks,
warm palms covered calluses but still softer than the feathers in my pillow. Her thumb brushes against my cheekbone, a small swipe against
the gash in my cheek where I tumbled into the tree. She smears the
blood away.
She shouldn’t touch my blood. She shouldn’t touch someone like me.
But I can’t remember the last time someone held me like this, touched
me like I was worthy even a fraction of love. But I see her, I see her
smile. It’s a broken bow that’s been strung by too many arrows in her
life. But she’s smiling at me. This is the last time I’ll ever see her smile
like this.
Mama smiled at me. She loved me. When I couldn’t read the books
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in the library, she still loved me. She would put me in her lap and trace
the sentences with her finger even though she knew I couldn’t puzzle
the letters together. She would trace the words with the same hands
that stitched my clothes together and wiped my tears away. The same
hands that tried to pry the books from Father’s hands as he hurled
them into the fire.
I didn’t know what was angrier: the fire, Father, or me as I hid under
the table. Father hated me. But she loved me.
Mama loved me. She smiled at me. She smiled at me and she loved
me. She loved me.
She.
		 Loved.
			
Me.
I look down at the pile of sawdust on the ground, blinking away the
fire and the books and Father and Mama. tears puddle from my eyes,
the droplets swirling with the brown of the wood. I let them fall freely
as I shape the shavings into one mountain, tall and proud and brown
as the grain of the wall.
Beside me, I pick up a tooth that once hung on the top of my mouth.
Pinching it between my forefinger and thumb, I shave a diagonal line
into the four tallies at the end of the list.
One thousand and sixty-five tally marks scored on a wall. Shavings
of woodgrain dust the floor underneath. Dust the floor. The floor. Dust
on the floor. Dust to floor.
Dust to dust, ashes to ashes.
Ashes, ashes, we all fall down.
Ring around the rosie, a pocketful of posies. Posies. Rosies. Red. Blood
on my cheek from a tree. A thumb brushes over it. Whose thumb? Her
thumb. Her? Soft and sweet. Soft and sweet and soft and sweet and
one thousand and sixty-five tally marks scored on a wall.
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Voluptuous

Studio Art • Emily Lane
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Full Moon Stomach
Poetry • Sarah Feingold

waning gibbous
sometimes I watch myself bolt from my house
screen porch door slamming shut behind me
swinging
I peel out after her, terrified of being left behind
fists pumping, my sneakers
squelching
tearing up the marsh grass
my ponytail
swaying
just a football field away
third quarter
my body isn’t mine anymore and
I don’t know how to make these legs move any faster
my thighs
scraping
past each other
turning red with the effort
my hips wider than the creek at high tide
swamping
meticulously trimmed lawns
and aquamarine pools
an ocean unbridled
seeking
her revenge
waning crescent
I’m drowning all the eddies and the tidal charts
my gut
busting the seams of my favorite jeans
waters inching up the dams
rising until they burst through every barrier built to contain them
stretch marks and dimples and wrinkles and rolls
changing landscapes and ecosystems and topography
I used to make maps of my body
but I don’t think even I’d recognize them anymore.
new moon
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Shiny

Poetry • Abbey Morelli
I’m not a shiny person
I’m nickel and clay
dull on the surface
duller as you dig
gloomy and grey
whisking away with
each faked persona
and cracking under gazes
of gloaters and overly
animated boasters
oblivious that their
words might make
themselves glow
but their insides
aren’t pretty.
They’re tin foil
and fool’s gold and fake
filaments of crackling sun.
They’re Venus,
too hot to be genuine
too hot to last long—
They’ll burst
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Mice and Elephants

Creative Nonfiction • Sarah Dusek
I heard the pastor talk about mice and elephants for the first time
when I was eight. It was during evening church, where I got to wear
jeans and a sweatshirt instead of a dress because it was more casual
than morning church. The pastor spoke from a pulpit on the ground instead of the one elevated ten feet above. The service was shorter unless
there were an extra twenty minutes for communion tacked on the end.
Sometimes my parents even let me bring a book.
That night they didn't.
In and out between drifting asleep and wondering what would happen if I turned into a dog, the pastor’s pendulum voice knocked into
my brain.
There’s an allegory people like to use when they try and disprove
the existence of the Christian God. It’s called the mice allegory. It goes
that there is an elephant standing in a field, surrounded by mice. None
of the mice know what it is, and all they can examine is whatever is
in front of them. One sees a giant foot and says, “It surely is a giant
trunk.” Another sees its trunk and says, “No, it’s a tail….”
(Sarah is a dog! A Siberian Husky that’s dashing out the front door and
running away!)
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...But then one perched on a tree stops and says, “No, everyone, it’s
an elephant!”
This is where the story is flawed.
He gave a wry smile.
It makes the assumption that some people can see the whole picture
and therefore have figured out what God is. Someone is perched upon
the tree and sees what the others don’t, which counters the story’s very
purpose.
At the time, the argument made sense to me. It was another echo
from the white, stone-columned crib I had grown up in. Kids catechism
booklets, choir robes, powdered donut holes, velvety pew cushions,
old women’s perfume. That stuff was real. I saw, tasted, felt, and heard
them every week.
In Sunday school, the lessons became more academic as we got older.
We had to memorize verses and adult catechisms. The teacher would
have us fill out worksheets, the kind that didn’t have pictures. They told
us about things like original sin and how everyone is born sinful. They
told us that because we were sinful and God was perfect, he couldn’t
be with us when we died and that we would have to go to Hell. In Hell,
there’s a lake of fire. Mice had no business studying elephants.
The stuff they taught was real too. I heard it, didn’t I.
Twelve years later, the hymns intermingle with a cacophony of voices
and a speaker’s buzz. We’re in an apartment, dark save the white archaic light humming from the kitchen. There is no air, only sound, skin,
and the stringent haze of liquor. Sandpaper couch in the corner, crystalized ruby puddle on the tile floor, waving pizza boxes, denim and
lace stretching over my body like a second skin. The plastic cup squeals
beneath my fingers as my grip tightens and I ladle myself more punch.
Your eyes poke the back of my neck, make my ears burn.
It’s inevitable.
We’re in the bathroom now, the door sealed behind us. A white mausoleum, two bodies pressed against its wall trying to insulate the music outside. But the lyrics snake through the crack, the catechisms the
hymns the sermons.
(Sarah is ruining herself! She’s an abomination barreling towards the lake
of fire!)
I cup my hands over your ears, your mousy hair tickling the tops
of my palms. Your breath tastes like tuna. Black dots sway across my
vision, the bathroom is a soup. I keep telling myself this is real. This is
real this is real.
This is how I would write the mice allegory.
The mice are in a field, but this time they are blind. Their little naked
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tails are tethered by a thin piece of twine to something massive. They
scurry about, try to find their way, but can’t seem to shake the mysterious thing that looms over them. Sometimes they try to touch the thing
they are attached to, either to discern what it is or pull away. But the
texture is a texture they can’t quite recall and it is constantly shifting,
but its shape is oddly familiar yet its constantly squirming into something else, and it smells like a pleasant, familiar smell but sometimes
it smells repugnant and accusative. They know deep down it’s vital
to discover what it is, but none of them can quite agree, and most are
wary of their own perceptions, and some listen to the loudest voice
because that’s easiest.
There are no trees.
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Mangled

Studio Art • Emily Lane
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Twenty Bucks for a Bus Ticket
Poetry • Hailey Pierce

I keep spare change in a coffee can, a secret of quarters
tucked in a fist-sized hole in the sheetrock of my room.
I paint her walls a fresh layer of baby-blue
to bury the marks of a half-spent, half-lived life.
But she creaks and moans, cleaving silence clean through,
crying out for confessions never made;
moth-coughed curtains and smoke-clouded windows
and spiderwebs of cracks in teacups.
I listen as she sings the song of slammed doors,
of chapstick lips hissing sins into mouths,
snakes for tongues, spitting out poison,
and a single strand of pearls, slipped around splotched necks.
I slip my hand in the hole, count my change twice.
The quarters clash just like cymbals,
		
and this house echoes a symphony of screams.
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Untitled II

Photography • Kelsey Watkins
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apple trees

Poetry • Zach Hughes
i used to walk down the aisle in robes
that felt like they came from a different century.
your house was my stone garden then.
the red fabric and creaking wood of pews,
the giggling children squirming in laps next to
“courting couples sitting thigh to thigh” were
apple trees
that i strolled past without a second thought
of the knowledge they might hold.
i used to keep my head down,
eyes squinted shut and hands bound together.
but i felt you one day.
kneeling before a priest, letting warmth
trickle down my throat and spread through my chest.
your broken body pressed gently into mine and
my body broke.
i stood from the red satin
and saw
people
adorned in their finest,
praying for a short prayer from the pulpit and
for buttery brunch biscuits.
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teenage lovers stealing kisses beneath the stairwell
and feeling no shame,
little girls with wildflowers haphazardly crowning their curls,
and old widows darkly dressed,
smiling softly at me behind their veils.
i had learned a world where people fear death and hell
and squinched my eyes from the one where people lived
and breathed and had their being.
i ate an apple that day
and so loved the world.
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Golden Field

Studio Art • Caroline Bass
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Unoduhi

Photography • Brandon Barney
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Enough

Poetry • Ella Morton
My mother became a scientist
the day she took a screen door
to the marshy part of the lake
in her backyard. She thought
it might hold her up. It didn’t.
Pond muck oozed up through hundreds
of tiny porch screen squares
before her eyes
and beneath her feet.
When the last of my pet fish passed,
she dissected it on the back porch.
I had named it after me,
And inside all I could see was a heart
and guts like pond muck.
As a child, she opened the front door
to a man who asked
for a glass of water. When she returned
to the porch, Dixie cup in hand,
he had taken my grandmother’s purse.
At her first job at the ecology lab,
the same one where her wallet was stolen
and found months later in the ceiling,
she kept a wolf spider and its babies
at her desk. She fed them tiny frogs and lizards
and crickets and watched as the mother
carried her children on her back every day.
She once pulled over the car,
walked to a tree, plucked a leaf,
and told us how the ginkgoes
are so old they grow
leaves straight off the branches.
She carried the box turtles across the road,
always in the direction they were facing.
There were so many one day
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it was as if they had fallen out of a tree all at once,
like ginkgo leaves in autumn.
Coming out of T.J. Maxx
one afternoon, she confided she
was no longer confident in her own skin.
The woman who came when you were sick,
Dixie cup in hand,
The woman who held up
snakes for you to see even as
they were biting her thumb,
The woman who taught
you how terribly dangerous
but terribly wonderful the world is,
becomes a woman who tells you
she no longer feels beautiful
as if that was ever
the part of her that mattered.
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Bedrock

Studio Art • Jordan Winiski
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SEEDS

Poetry • Sophie Friis
As a field drapes over the backs of cows
a fabergé edges the hard outline against lightning sky.
Before my brother came we called him the Lorax,
born of tuber and shoot.
I’ve seen altar in a smash of wildflower
duck taped to a roadside tree.
Annihilation of possible furrows
rampant field where spade to earth this disturbance
is an elation of pea		
mint
and fava.
The seed must be driven to a state of chaos.
Say the lion exposes itself to the Sun
differently from the horse.
The forming of the head
and that which immediately follows the head
depends on the way the animal wants the Sun.
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